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if you're a fan of sci-fi games, you're
going to love the unique twist that comes
with the multiplayer mode oflost planet:
colonies. in addition to a single-player
campaign, the game includes four
multiplayer modes: rediscover the world
of lost planet, the latest entry in the 2.7
million-selling action shooter series! over
10 years on from the events of the
original, lost planet 2 returns to the
troubled world of edn iii, with a globe-
trotting story of a planet torn apart by the
battle for precious thermal energy. in
addition to the all-new four-player co-op
campaign, lost planet 2 introduces a new
character customization system, an
arsenal of new weapons and vss to pilot,
and a host of massive new akrid to use
them on lost planet's famed online
multiplayer battle also makes a return,
with new maps, modes, and more for up
to 16 players! when lost planet: extreme
condition (pc) appeared on the xbox 360
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earlier this year, i thought that despite a
few niggles with wayward ai and the short
single-player campaign, it wasnt a bad
game at all. this computer version has
sharper graphics, and more of them, but
the campaign.. lost planet: extreme
condition colonies edition is now available
on pc! rediscover the world of lost planet
2, the latest entry in the 2.7 million-
selling action shooter series! over 10
years on from the events of the original,
lost planet 2 returns to the troubled world
of edn iii, with a globe-trotting story of a
planet torn apart by the battle for
precious thermal energy. in addition to
the all-new four-player co-op campaign,
lost planet 2 introduces a new character
customization system, an arsenal of new
weapons and vss to pilot, and a host of
massive new akrid to use them on lost
planet's famed online multiplayer battle
also makes a return, with new maps,
modes, and more for up to 16 players!
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